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1 Introduction

The preliminary proposal to encode the Pau Cin Hau script (N3781 L2/10-080) identified the notation system
for tones as an issue requiring further research. This document provides additional information about the
tone marks and requests advice on defining names and properties for these characters.

2 Background

The alphabetic Pau Cin Hau script has 20 tone marks, which are said to represent the complete tonal system
of the Tedim language, spoken in Chin State, Myanmar. There is very little information available about
these marks. Charts of the script simply show the tone marks arranged into four rows, as below, but do not
explain the logic behind the arrangement or specify the values of the marks:

     

   

   

     

Ongoing research has shed more light upon the above arrangement. At the highest level, based upon glyph
shape, the columns may be divided into two groups of three columns, which indicate positional and vocalic
features of the tone marks. The rows indicate tone categories. This classification may be imposed upon the
traditional arrangement as follows:
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The marks in the ‘word-final’ class represent (a) basic tone + vowel length; (b) basic tone + syllable-final
glottal stop; and (c) sandhi tone + vowel length.

The ‘sentence-final’ marks represent both tone and punctuation. They correspond by column to the ‘word-
final’ marks and are semantically identical to them. These marks replace the corresponding ‘word-final’
marks at the end of sentences. There are two exceptions to the correspondences between the two groups: in
the tone  category the ‘word-final’ mark for syllable-final glottal stop has no ‘sentence-final’ correlate and
the unmarked ’general’ long vowel is marked in sentence-final position.

The glyph shapes of the ‘sentence-final’ marks are suggestive of their function as punctuation marks. With
the exception of marks in the tone  category, the ‘sentence-final’ marks are produced by doubling the basic
graphical element of the ‘word-final’ mark. This practice shows the influence of Burmese orthography,
particularly borrowing the function of ॥ +104B   , which may be decomposed as
a doubling of । +104A    . With the exception of the tone  marks, the
‘sentence-final’ marks could be considered contextual variants of the ‘word-final’ marks.

Although Pau Cin Hau was designed for writing Tedim, not all tone marks have actual representation in the
language.1 For example, in Tedim, the basic syllable-final glottal stop is represented by  and the sandhi
variant is marked by . There is only one possible sandhi variant for syllable-final glottal stop in Tedim, but
there are threemarks in the writing system for syllable-final glottal stop. Themark  has no real representation
in Tedim. It is, therefore, highly likely that the Pau Cin Hau tone mark repertoire was developed for the
purpose of representing not only Tedim, but also other northern Chin languages as well.

The contours of the basic tone categories of the northern Chin languages vary by language, as shown below:2

     

  ˥ ˩˧ ˩˧ ˧ ˧ ˧
  ˩˧ ˥ ˥˧ ˩˧ ˩˧ ˩˧
  ˧ ˧ ˧ ˥˧ ˧ ˥˧

Based upon the differences in the correlation between tone contour and tone category, the semantic value of
Pau Cin Hau tone marks is dependent upon the language being represented.

3 Questions

Naming Convention Is there a preferred convention for naming characters that represent tones? Tone
characters that are already encoded in the UCS for other scripts have names that include ‘mark’ and ‘sign’,
while some names do not contain such descriptors; some characters are named serially, while others are
named according to the tone contours they represent, eg.

• +07EB     
• +0EC8    
• +1063      
• +1087    -
• +1970    -
• +19C8     -

1 Christopher Button, March 2010, personal correspondence. 2 Adapted from Button (2009: 37).
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Both +1063       and +1087    - are
used for representing tone, have identical properties in the Unicode Character Database, and are part of the
same script block, but they are named differently. Are there criteria for distinguishing a tone ‘mark’ from a
tone ‘sign’?

Character Names In the preliminary proposal the tone marks were given tentative names based upon
their serial order in script charts, eg.       ...      .
Now that values for the tone marks have been established, should the generic names be replaced with more
descriptive names? Are the names given below suitable?

    -  

    -  

    -  

    -   

    -   

    -   

       

       

        

        

    -  

    -  

    -   

    -   

    -  

    -  

    -  

    -   

    -   

    -   

Character Properties What is the appropriate way to describe the properties of tone marks that are also
used as punctuation?

Joining Behavior Should the tone marks be treated as combining characters?

Ordering Should the tone marks be ordered according to the traditional arrangement given in script charts
or by tone contour?
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